The National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing (NASCAR) has experienced tire difficulties for many years, but the problem came to the forefront of the sport at the 2008 Brickyard 400 race in Indianapolis. After a few laps, tires literally disintegrated resulting in a substantial number of laps run under caution. Racing tires differ in design and construction from the tires on personal automobiles necessitating research and testing to create more durable racing tires. The Rapid Design Exploration and Optimization (RaDEO) project has used a parameterization modification of MSC/PATRAN to explore the design of both street and racing tires. In addition, the Society of Automobile Engineers (SAE) has demonstrated the power of mathematics by creating a tire test matrix to investigate multiple variables vital to NASCAR and street tire manufacturers. This article discusses the factors involved in the design of race tires and how mathematics in used in creating and evaluating the design of race tires.
Introduction
Trouble with tires has long plagued the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing (NASCAR). Difficulties at various speedways across America have contributed to frustration among drivers and fans. Recently, tire mishaps came to the forefront of the racing league as well as sports commentary throughout the United States. At the 2008 Indianapolis Motor Speedway Brickyard 400 race, tires lasted only 12 laps, the equivalent of 30 miles instead of the normal 80 miles (32 laps). A record setting 52 of the 160 laps were run under caution due to the disintegration of tires 1 . Devoted fans of the race were displeased to say the least. With track capacity of approximately 350,000, attendance at the 2009 race was significantly low with an estimated 180,000 fans 2 . In addition, the Brickyard lost its sponsor of five years, Allstate, announcing after the race that it would not renew its contract with the Indianapolis Motor Speedway 3 .
What happened?
The domino effect at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway could be attributed to increasing economic difficulties that have significantly impacted business and industry throughout the United States. However, the real problem stems from a mathematical error. Goodyear, the official tire producer for NASCAR, underestimated the current design of the car. The new heavier model placed additional stress on the right-side tires. At the 2008 Brickyard 400 race, the tires could not withstand the pressure, and as a result, they began to literally fall apart after a few short miles around the track 4 . The compound for racing tires varies and is dependent on the track surface, number and tightness of turns, and banking at the track 5 . In the case of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, the track is a 2.5 mile oval with 9° turns and 0° straights which is among the least degree of banking for NASCAR tracks 6 . Depending on the tread compound, tires may provide more grip but wear faster. Additionally, the location of the tires (inside or outside) is also a factor related to wear. At the Brickyard, limited track banking, miscalculated tire compound, and added stress to the outside tires from the new car design was a precarious combination that ultimately lead to a less than favorable outcome of the race.
Race Tires vs. Street Tires
To a common bystander, the question is raised: what is the "big deal" about tires? If a personal automobile can withstand countless miles and adverse conditions, what is wrong with the tires in NASCAR? It is important to note the significant divergence between NASCAR racing tires and the tires on personal automobiles, often referred to as street tires. While the two types of tires are very different, the design is firmly grounded in mathematics.
On a typical race weekend, between nine and fourteen sets of tires are used based on the length of the race and type of track 7 . While this figure includes both qualification and the actual race, tires are changed approximately every 80 miles during a race. In the case of the 2008 Brickyard 400 race, the tires lasted only about 38% of the designated life span, resulting in at least thirteen changes per car. For the length of the Brickyard race, this is a statistically significant high number of tire changes for the track. In comparison, the average set of street tires is replaced approximately every 50,000 miles (see Table 1 .1). Additionally, the cost of NASCAR tires can be as much as twice the price of a street tire 7 . Research, development, and testing of the NASCAR tires contribute to the high cost. Unlike street tires, most NASCAR teams use nitrogen in tires because it contains less moisture than compressed air. As the tires heat up, they expand when moisture evaporates causing the tire pressure to increase. Because changes in tire pressure have a significant impact on the handling of the car, it is imperative for teams to use nitrogen for added control of tire pressure 5 . Street tires use compressed air as the tires do not reach the excessive speeds of NASCAR and therefore evaporation is not a significant problem.
Another noticeable difference between race tires and street tires is the composition and inflation of the tires (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2). For tracks in excess of one mile, speeds are notably faster and therefore additional tire safety precautions are required by NASCAR. An inner liner is necessary which is essentially a second tire mounted inside the outer tire 5 . If the outer tire blows, the inner tire is still intact, allowing the driver to bring the car to a controlled stop. Air pressure in the inner liners is required to be 12-25 pounds per square inch (psi) greater than the outer tires; for the technical inspection, left front and rear tires should be inflated to 26 psi with right front and rear inflated to 36 psi 8 . With respect to street cars, the inflation varies based on the type and purpose of the tire. Race tires consist of a flat, smooth surface called racing slicks that increases adhesion to the race track, often referred to as grip. On a dry track, tires can generate additional traction if more of the tire rubber is in contact with the ground 5 . Therefore, racing slicks provide increased contact with the track surface. Obviously, this design is inappropriate for racing during rainy conditions as a tread pattern is important in wet weather. Street tires have treads designed to withstand significant changes in weather conditions. For additional grip, the width of racing tires is significantly greater than traditional street tires (see Figure 1. 3). With the increase in width of approximately four inches per tire, a racing tire provides sixteen inches of additional contact with the track and added traction in comparison to traditional street tires. In addition to the width of the tire, the depth is also significant in NASCAR. For racing tires, the smooth surface does not react in the same manner as the grooves on street tires. In particular, the tires wear differently than traditional street tires. Due to these factors, the tread compound is paramount to successful tire wear and must include a carefully constructed mixture of rubber and polymer chemicals to give strength and durability while providing good grip on the track 10 . In the case of the Brickyard 400, the tire compound was inaccurately calculated resulting in the rapid disintegration of tires.
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Mathematics is Making a Difference
While the majority of a car's components can be easily quantified, it can be difficult to describe tires in the same manner. As a result, research groups are now using mathematical modeling to explore tire conditions based on multiple variables. The Rapid Design Exploration and Optimization (RaDEO) project created an automated parametric analysis to explore complex design processes using computational resources. In conjunction with the Ford Motor Company, Rocketdyne, and the St. Louis divisions of Boeing Aircraft Company, this project used a parameterization modification of MSC/PATRAN to explore the design of a street tire. The modification permits the use of named variables to replace the usual fixed numerical values of the modeling parameters thus allowing the mathematical models to have multiple components called functional models 11 . The Robust Design Computational System (RDCS) computer program provides for automation of design processes including parametric design scanning. Specifically, the program depends on multi-disciplinary parametric math models that simulate the behavior of the object being designed.
In the case of the rubber tire model, the exploration of a 30 degree sector of the tire consisted of parametric descriptions including tread, radial ply composites, bias steel belt composite, wire bead, rim cushion, bead wrap, filler, inner liner, and chafer. In addition, the mesh strategy and loading was parameterized to preserve sound modeling while making significant changes in the geometry of the materials as well as the overall tire size, variable inflation pressure, vehicle speed, and vehicle weight 11 . Figure 1 .4 illustrates the model generated by the RDCS program. In addition to creating a sector of the tire, the RDCS program can be adapted to create additional permutations of the base line design. The models shown in Figure 1 .5 were based on the same session file but included changes in the variable parameter values. The RaDEO project has demonstrated ways in which mathematics can affect the tire design process resulting in better quality street and racing tires. The Society of Automobile Engineers (SAE) has also demonstrated the power of mathematics to impact tire design through the creation of a tire test matrix. Specific to racing tire research, the Formula SAE Tire Test Consortium (FSAE TTC) was established to provide high quality tire data to participating FSAE teams for use in the design and setup of their racecars. The Calspan Tire Research Facility (TIRF) uses a low capacity flat-belt tire test machine that was created through the inspiration of a machine first produced by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories (CAL) in the 1960s 12 . This testing facility contracts with NASCAR as well as street tire manufacturers.
Directors of the consortium along with input from the Goodyear Tire Company developed a tire test matrix that included five main components: operating conditions, relevant parameters, Calspan TIRF machine capabilities and setup, budget/time constraints, and tire popularity and availability. Relevant parameters explored during testing included normal load, slip angle, inclination angle, slip ratio, inflation pressure, and roadway speed which was held constant. Of particular interest, another "parameter" incorporated before implementing the test matrix was the warm-up and condition of the new tire. The initial break-in of a new tire brings the tire up to temperature as well as works the tire in such a manner that the internal molecular crosslinks and various plies rearrange into their "used" condition 12 . This is considered the final major step in curing a tire and was completed prior to data collection.
Using the created matrix, tests were completed by the FSAE TTC to explore the interaction of parameters and collect relevant data on the tires. Graphical outputs were produced to illustrate the interaction between variables. Of particular interest were the outcomes for lateral and longitudinal force. It is important to note that three specific forces act on tires: normal force (F z ) or vertical load on the tire, longitudinal forces (F x ) or the forward and backward motion of the tire, and lateral forces (F y ) or the side-to-side movement of the tire (see Figure 1.7) . A miscalculation of force can be linked to faulty tire design and adversely impact tire performance including grip, deformation, and disintegration. For example, the longitudinal force exerted by a tire on the wheel at the contact point is given by a characteristic function f of the tire 14 . The components of this function include velocity, rolling radius, and slip which can significantly impact tire execution if plagued with mathematical errors.
In the case of FSAE TTC tire tests, the relationship between lateral force and slip angle (angular difference between the rolling direction of the tire and plane of the wheel) as well as longitudinal force and slip ratio (locking status of the wheel) appear to be modeled by a cubic function. The correlation between longitudinal force and slip ratio can be related to a function in the form f(x)=ax 3 , while the relationship between lateral force and slip angle are modeled as the reflection in the form f(x)=-ax 3 (see Figures 1.8 and 1.9 ). Slip angle and ratio are particularly significant in racing tires. Specifically, in NASCAR, if the turning force goes above the normal slip angle (about two to four degrees), the tires may skid too much and cause a lack of control 15 . The graphics from the FSAE TTC tire tests illustrate that a decrease in lateral force results as the slip angle increases and an increase in longitudinal force occurs as the slip ratio decreases. Of additional interest, the longitudinal force (F x ) is approximately proportional to the vertical load (F z ) due to lateral force (F x ) generated by contact friction and the normal force (F z ) 14 . The relationship is considered somewhat nonlinear due to tire deformation and slip.
Problem Resolved? Looking Towards the Future
Goodyear and NASCAR believe tire difficulties have been resolved as evidenced by the smooth running of the Brickyard 400 in 2009. Tire problems that plagued the track only one year earlier were unnoticeable with a limited number of cautions and normal pit stops throughout the race. After eleven months of research and testing, it certainly appears Goodyear found the right compound for the racing tires 16 .
As NASCAR continues to evolve, running races under adverse weather conditions could be a possibility for the future. Currently, NASCAR suspends racing in the Sprint Cup series for rain as the tire tread and compound is not conducive to racing on a wet track. However, in other NASCAR affiliated series, races have been attempted during light precipitation. Most recently, part of qualifying and the final laps of the Nationwide series (considered the minor league of the Sprint Cup) were held on Sunday, August 30, 2009 during rain. While the final laps provided great excitement for spectators, some drivers are reluctant to drive in the rain when the cars are not fully equipped for the changing weather conditions 17 . It is evident that additional research is needed to provide a safe and reasonable driving experience. The question must be asked: can mathematics make the difference? emphasis in mathematics education. Before transitioning to Eastern Kentucky University, she taught high school mathematics for five years which sparked her interest in using technology to facilitate conceptual understanding of mathematics.
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